Narrator: A2+ Unit Tests: Unit 6
Part 1.
Listen to the instructions and write the exercises (A−E) in the correct order in the gaps (1−5). You will hear the instructions twice.

Apple: OK … hello class.
Class: Hi … hello
Apple: Here we go. First we’re going to do some stretches. Now stand up … and slowly move your head … look down … look down … look up … look up and look down … look around. Very good. Next stretch your arms … lift them up – out to the side as high as you can … and breathe in, breathe out … slowly … slowly … feel your chest move. OK and then pause … and rest … and rest … let’s go … now reach down and touch the floor. That’s it … good … keep your knees straight … and pause … and rest … now do it again … and reach down and touch the floor. Excellent. Next, let’s sit down … sit down … and breathe … and rest … and breathe … and rest … Now touch your toes … very good … and again … touch those toes … excellent … and stop.
Narrator: Now listen again.

Narrator: Part 2.
Listen to the conversation and match the actions (A−G) to the instructions (6−10). There are two actions you do not need. You will hear the conversation twice.

Apple: So, you’re probably wondering why I came to class dressed for the gym and started doing exercises with you. Has Apple Aylmer finally gone mad?! Well, it’s because today we’re going to test out our very special new class Arduino robot, Not a Bot – a present to us from the makers of the Arduino for being the first school in the UK to do classes in code-writing. Let’s see if Not a Bot can understand our instructions. Ready? Here goes.
Emma: OK. First instruction … Touch your toes, Not a Bot.
Apple: Very good, Not a Bot.
Not a Bot: Thank you. Not a Bot is at your service.
Mike: OK, second instruction … Not a Bot, here – take my phone and keep it in your hands. Don’t let it fall.
Apple: Well done, Not a Bot.
Not a Bot: Thank you. Here is your phone, Mike.
Mike: Thank you, Not a Bot.
Not a Bot: You are welcome.
Apple: Now you try, Claire.
Claire: OK. Third instruction … Open the door, please, Not a Bot.
Not a Bot: Yes, Claire. The door is open. Please, after you.
Apple: Thank you, Not a Bot. You can close it now.
Not a Bot: Yes, Miss Aylmer. As you wish.
Apple: Now, my turn. OK. Fourth instruction … Not a Bot, show me Mike.
Not a Bot: There is Mike, Miss Aylmer. Mike is very handsome today.
Mike: Thank you, Not a Bot.
Not a Bot: You are welcome, Mike. Miss Aylmer is also very pretty today – and every day.
Apple: Thanks, Not a Bot.
Not a Bot: OK. Not a Bot’s turn. Fifth instruction. Go back to your chairs, class. It is time for the lesson to start.
Class: Yes, Not a Bot.
Apple: I love this robot!
Not a Bot: Aw … thank you, Miss Aylmer.
Narrator: Now listen again.